In this report, we have studied the effect of beam slewing on the amplitude and phase spectra of a laser beam propagating in a turbulent medium. 
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Effect of Slewinq on the Frequency Spectrum of a Laser Beam in a Turbulent Medium
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In thLs report. we study the effect of slewing on the temporal frequency spectrum of the scintillations of a laser beam propagating through a turbulent medium. We shall assume that the turbulent medium is characterized by the index of refraction 
SLEVING LASER BEAM ANALYSS
Let us consider a laser beam propagating in the x direction in a turbulent medium which, in the absence of any slowing of the beam, has a transverse wind velocity given by V(x). If we assume that the flow of the turbulence is frozen, so that the medium doesn't change within the time of the signal propagation through it-except for the shift due to the wind-it is easily seen that where is defined In Figure I and w is positive when the beam Is slowing in a direction oppoe t to that of the ambient wind. In this case. tar a coordinate system moving with the slowing beam we have ' ' n,(re 0) n, nz -vet, 0). )
The electric field in a coordinate system moving with the sleowing beam can be written quite generally as
E (r. , t) -A oeX(, t) + is(_ t (5)
where X is the logarithm of the amplitude. S is the phase fluctuation, and A IS a determinate quantity, which Is independent of the turbulent fluctuations. The The fuaction 04) is the wavenumber spectrum of, the lndez-of-retracttoa fueata tiona and is given by 0.033 Cap W0)
where L o is the outer scale size of the turbnlent eddies., 1 o -tis the inner scale si of the eddies, ard C, is the index of refraction structure constant.
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Equation (9) is valid only when the turbulence to weak. In particular, we require that
We further require that L << a/we where c is the sped (4 light. ]By observing the result in Sq. (9) it in evident that for frosen-in turbulence, the variance of the log-amplitude and phase fluctuations is independent of both the windsped and the slowng rate,. That Is (X') -B (0) and ( 
